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Group ESPI, created in 1972, is a private higher education school like no other for its education offer
specifically destinated to real estate occupations.
Its programs are registered in the National Repertoire of Professional Certifications (RNCP), as “Real Estate
Business Management” Bachelor degree, level 6 State-admitted degree, and as master’s degree (five
specialities) with four level 7 State-admitted degrees and one school certification.
Group ESPI’s 3.200 students are split up in the campuses of Paris, Nantes, Marseille, Bordeaux and Lyon,
and the branch of Montpellier, to train them to tomorrow’s real estate.
Group ESPI pursues its developments which are part of an academic dimension of excellence. To do so,
the Group acquired a strategic road map entitled “PARADIS” (Partnerships, Academic, Research,
Continuous Improvement, International Development, Standardisation). Here, the internationalisation of
our activities, to whom our corporate governance pays particular attention, is a priority axis of the Group.
The regularly documented expectations of our students, academic partners and research players, the
needs expressed by real estate companies highlight the imperative necessity of pursuing and
strengthening the internationalisation and modernisation of the Group and its process, which are
appreciated and encouraged.
In order to strengthen our international positioning (among French and European schools in particular), to
enjoy reinforced visibility, attractiveness and readability of our international activities, several goals have
been set:
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Pursue and strengthen the internal accumulation of our “our daily internationalisation”
communities and strengthen the learning of languages, and cultural openness
Develop our international academic partnerships
Develop in & out mobilities for all of our communities
Develop educational products destinated to the international
Professionalise and reinforce our international communication

Today, our students can enjoy some twenty international academic programs (double degree, exchange
programme) with more than fifteen destinations. We have created, from Autumn 2021, a program entirely
taught in English during the 3rd year. We encourage all our students to live an “international experience”
which gives them the opportunity to acquire skills as a matter of language, culture and profession. As
many ways to encourage the internationalisation of our communities, of their habits…
Group ESPI’s participation to ERASMUS + 2021 2027 program is a fundamental element in the pursue of
our institutional strategy’s deployment, in the improvement of our international positioning, for our
modernisation and the internationalisation of our practices.
Thanks to ERASMUS + program, the aim will more particularly be strengthening and developing our
international cooperations (identification of target territories and schools and signatures of new academic
partnerships), developing student and staff (academic and administrative staff) mobilities, and
professionalising and adapting especially our mobility tools (by taking into account the challenges of
distance learning and working and a better use of languages) and more generally our communication to
these ends.
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